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Elder Abuse 
 
This is the third of a series of 3 information sheets explaining 
abuse and neglect of seniors. It describes building managers’ 
legal responsibilities when they suspect an older or disabled 
tenant is experiencing abuse or neglect. 
Dealing effectively with abuse involves a 
whole community. 
 

Am I Legally Required to 
Report Suspected Abuse or 
Neglect of Older Tenants? 
 
In B.C. everyone (including building 
managers) has a legal responsibility to report suspected child 
abuse if they see it happening or even if they just suspect it 
may be occurring.  
 
This is a bit different when it comes to abuse or neglect of 
vulnerable adults. Instead, the law encourages people to report 
it, but does not force them to report. Building managers often 
will call out of concern for their tenants, as good private and 
good corporate citizens 
 

Who Do I Call? 
 
If you see a crime occurring (e.g. assault, a tenant being 
threatened or harassed, theft or robbery), call the police. If a 
tenant tells you about an assault, being threatened or harassed, 
encourage them to call the police. Let them know this is a 
crime and no one should put up with this. 
 
Many forms of abuse or neglect are not quite criminal matters. 
Each community has one or more agencies with a legal 
responsibility (these are called a “designated agency’) to follow 
up on suspected abuse or neglect calls.  In most communities, 
the designated agency will be the local health unit or health 

council. You can find the phone number for your local health 
unit in the blue pages of the telephone book. Local under the 
heading for your community, and under “Health Authority”. 
They will be able to direct you to the appropriate person 
 
Does the tenant have to be confused or mentally incapable for 

me to call a designated agency? No.  
 

Protection for Reporting 
 
It is quite common in abuse situations, for 
the person doing the abuse to threaten 
anybody who is trying to help. Building 
managers find that sometimes the suspected 
abuser will threaten to sue them. This is a 
common technique of bullies. You are 

protected from these kinds of threats. 
 
Under the Adult Guardianship law in B.C., if you make a report 
of suspected abuse or neglect to a designated agency, you are 
protected. Obviously, if someone made a false and malicious 
report, they would not be protected. 
 
Also, your boss or owner cannot refuse to employ you or 
threaten to dismiss you or intimidate or harass you for making 
a call to a designated agency about suspected abuse or neglect. 

 
Will the Tenant Know that I Called the 
Designated Agency? 
 
Under the law, the staff at designated agency will not tell the 
tenant or anyone else involved that you are the one who made 
the call. 
 

 
 



 

 

 
What Will the Agency Do? 
 
The staff at the designated agency has the responsibility to 
determine whether or abuse and neglect is happening.  They 
have the power to investigate and they should talk directly with 
the older adult and others to find out what is happening.  
 
If someone tries to prevent them from doing so, they can apply 
to the court to see the person. They can also ask the court to 
stop the abuser from coming to the senior’s apartment or 
home. 
 
If they have reason to believe a crime has occurred, the staff at 
the designated agency have a responsibility to report the 
situation to the police. 
 

Can They Tell Me What is Happening? 
  
The staff at the designated agency has a responsibility to 
respect the abused person’s confidentiality. That means that they 
can’t tell you much about what is going on, even if you made 
the original call.  However, you can ask if they have had a 
chance to check out the situation and talk with senior. 
 
It is also perfectly fine to call them again if a situation seems 
to be getting worse. Yes, sometimes people “fall through the 
cracks.” You can help see that doesn’t happen. 
 

Helping a Designated Agency: Keeping 
Track  
 
Some building managers keep a daily log of incidents or 
problems that come in their building (which can include 
anything from a fight to boiler that is not working properly or 
any of the many strange things that happen in the building).  
 
IMPORTANT: If you see or hear or run into something that 
makes you suspect that abuse or neglect is going on, write 

down what is happening, with the date(s). It will help you 
identify whether there is a pattern of behaviour going on. Many 
little things that seem small or insignificant at the time, can 
add up to an abuse situation.  
 
Also, writing it down helps you remember the times and dates 
if you need to talk with others about the problem. And if the 
older tenant is having memory problems, you may have the 
only reliable information about what is going on. 
 

Helpful Resources 
 
Designated Agency 
Look for your local health unit in the blue pages of the 
telephone book under “Health Authority”. They will be able to 
direct you to the appropriate person. 
 
MY LOCAL DESIGNATED AGENCY IS 
___________________________________ 
___________________________________ 
 
THE CONTACT PERSON IS: 
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________ 
 
B.C. Coalition to Eliminate Abuse of Seniors (phone: 604-437-
1940): Can provide you with information and materials about 
abuse of older adults. Can also help you find the designated 
agency in your community or other community people who deal 
with abuse and neglect situations. 
 
Office of the Public Guardian and Trustee (assists mentally 
incapable adults, particularly where there has been financial 
abuse). Call the Assessment and Investigation Services 
Department, phone: (604) 775-0202 or fax: (604) 660-4493.   


